
Title: Building a Rock Tower 
 

Objective: To design a tower of rocks as high as you can 

Time: 10-15 minutes 

Materials Needed:  Several different types of rocks for each group 

 

 

Directions: 
1. Place students into groups of 2-3.  Give each group several rocks (or have students collect rocks from the schoolyard/home to use) 

2. Explain that students will design a tower of rocks using as many of the supplied rocks as possible. The goal is to see how tall they 

can build a tower. If the tower tumbles, try again.  

3. Discuss why the group’s towers might be different heights. (different rocks and rock properties, or different techniques) 

 

 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What were important properties of rocks to consider when designing your tower of rocks? (flatness, sizes) 

2. Explain what changes were made when you rebuilt your tower?   

3. Ask students if they have ever seen a stack of rocks made by people? They are called cairns. Have students discuss what the 

purpose of a cairn might be. 

 

Extension: 
Social Studies/Reading/Writing: Encourage older students to research what a cairn is, then write about and illustrate a cairn in their 

journal. 

   

 

Interdisciplinary Lesson 
Theme:  Geology 
Topic: Designing a rock tower 
Suggested Grade Level: K-4 
Indoors or Outdoors: Outdoors 
 
 

84 



Science and Engineering Practices: 
1. Asking questions (science) and defining problems (engineering); 3. Planning and carrying out investigations; 6. Constructing 

explanations (science) and designing solutions (engineering); 8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. 
Crosscutting Concepts: 
2. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation; 3. Scale, proportion, and quantity; 6. Structure and function. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Engineering, Technology, and the Applications of Science: ETS 1: Engineering design. 

 

Background Information: 
• Property: is a word that describes a characteristic or a trait that can be observed through the senses.   

• The five physical properties of rocks are color, luster, shape, texture and pattern. These are some words to describe properties of 

rocks:  

Texture and Shape: Gritty, grainy, sandy, crumbly, flat, squared, sharp-edged, round, smooth, hard, soft. 

Luster: dull, sparkly, shiny, glassy, milky. 

Color and patterns: dark, light, speckled, spotted, striped. 

• Cairns are human-made stacks, mounds or piles of rocks. They take different forms, and have been built by cultures around the 

world for many different purposes.   Cairns may serve as a memorial or a landmark. 

 

Additional Resources: 
• Everybody Needs a Rock by Byrd Baylor 

• What are rock cairns? https://www.livescience.com/65687-rock-cairns.html  

• Let’s Go Rock Collecting by Roma Gans 

 

Correlates with: 
Greeting - Good Morning, Rock (p. 15) 

Activity - Rock Property Sort (p. 64) 

https://www.livescience.com/65687-rock-cairns.html

